February 4, 2016
Tokyo Metro Co., Ltd.
Bureau of Transportation, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Enjoy unlimited transit on all Tokyo Metro and Toei Subway lines with this traveler-exclusive, special-deal ticket

Introducing the new “Tokyo Subway Ticket:”
now even more convenient and easier to use!
-Usable for 24, 48 or 72 hours from first rideTokyo Metro and the Bureau of Transportation under the Tokyo Metropolitan Government
currently offer “Tokyo Subway Tickets,” special passenger tickets for travelers that give
them unlimited transit on all nine Tokyo Metro lines and all four Toei Subway lines.
Starting on Saturday March 26, 2016, in order to make these tickets more convenient for
travelers to use, their valid periods will be changed in the following manner.

●At present: Valid for one day, two days or three days from first train to last train
“Tokyo Subway 1-Day Ticket” valid for one day (800 yen)
“Tokyo Subway 2-Day Ticket” valid for two days (1,200 yen)
“Tokyo Subway 3-Day Ticket” valid for three days (1,500 yen)
(Sample usage) A Tokyo Subway 1-Day Ticket first used at 5:00 PM on February 4 is valid
until the last train on the same day
●Starting on Saturday, March 26, 2016: Valid for 24 hours, 48 hours or 72 hours
from first use
“Tokyo Subway 24-hour Ticket” valid for 24 hours (800 yen)
“Tokyo Subway 48-hour Ticket” valid for 48 hours (1,200 yen)
“Tokyo Subway 72-hour Ticket” valid for 72 hours (1,500 yen)
(Sample usage) A Tokyo Subway 24-hour Ticket first used at 5:00 PM on April 1 is valid until
5:00 PM on April 2
These changes will enable passengers to sightsee in Tokyo from the evening or
nighttime onwards with an even greater level of freedom than before. Take advantage of
these tickets in a variety of situations to enjoy the city more conveniently and less
expensively.
Please see the attachment to this release for details on “Tokyo Subway Tickets”
<This service will be provided as an endeavor to unify services offered between Tokyo Metro

Attachment

and Toei Subway>
Details of “Tokyo Subway Ticket”
1. Ticket types and price
Tokyo Subway 24-hour Ticket (Valid for 24 hours after first use)
Adults: 800 yen/Children: 400 yen

(Adult)

(Child)

Tokyo Subway 48-hour Ticket (Valid for 48 hours after first use)
Adults: 1,200 yen/Children: 600 yen

(Adult)

(Child)

Tokyo Subway 72-hour Ticket (Valid for 72 hours after first use)
Adults: 1,500 yen/Children: 750 yen

(Adult)

(Child)

2. Valid routes
All Tokyo Metro lines
All Toei Subway lines
3. Available for purchase by
Foreign travelers and Japanese travelers visiting Tokyo from outside the greater Tokyo area
(which encompasses seven prefectures and Tokyo proper*)
*Tokyo, Kanagawa, Saitama, Chiba, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma and Yamanashi

4. Where to buy
[Airports]
Counters at Narita Airport and Haneda Airport*1, Yonago Kitaro Airport*2
[Travel agencies]

Regional travel agencies*3, overseas travel agencies*4
[Other]
Select Bic Camera and Sofmap locations within Tokyo*1, select Laox locations*1, HIS Tourist
Information Center*1, select hotels within Tokyo*5, etc.
*1: Sold exclusively to foreign travelers following confirmation of their passport, etc.
*2: Sold exclusively to passengers using airline transit.
*3: Sold exclusively to purchasers of Tokyo travel packages.
*4: Sold exclusively to purchasers of Japan travel packages or transport facility tickets such as airline tickets upon that
purchase.
*5: May be sold exclusively to overnight guests or to guests who request an overnight package that includes a passenger
ticket in advance depending on the hotel.

5. Date of change
Starting on Saturday, March 26, 2018
6. “Chikatoku” special benefits service
With “Chikatoku,” passengers can receive special benefits in the form of discounts, free gifts
and more at over 400 spots on Tokyo Metro and Toei Subway lines when they show their Tokyo
Subway Ticket or another eligible passenger ticket.
Details can be found in the “Chikatoku” guidebook distributed at stations on Tokyo Metro and
Toei Subway lines as well as at the following URL (Japanese only):
http://chikatoku.enjoytokyo.jp/
7. Handling of Tokyo Subway Tickets purchased up to the date of this change that are still
valid
Between Saturday, March 26 and Friday, September 30, 2016, Tokyo Subway Tickets
(1-Day/2-Day/3-Day) purchased up to the date of this change can be exchanged for Tokyo
Subway Tickets (24-hour/48-hour/72-hour) following the change. Note that this only applies
to tickets that have not yet been used.
Also, please note that Tokyo Subway Tickets (1-Day/2-Day/3-Day) can continue to be used
without being exchanged as passenger tickets prior to the change up to the final train on days
used up until the last day of the ticket’s valid period.
8. Other
Currently, Tokyo Subway Tickets (1-Day/2-Day/3-Day) that are sold as part of special
passenger tickets such as “Keisei Skyliner & Tokyo Subway Ticket” and “WELCOME! Tokyo
Subway Ticket” will also be successively changed to Tokyo Subway Tickets
(24-hour/48-hour/72-hour) starting on Saturday, March 26, 2016.

9. Customer inquiries
Please submit inquiries to the following.
Tokyo Metro Customer Center by telephone at: 0120-104106

*Available between 9:00 AM and 8:00 PM 365 days a year
Toei Transportation Customer Center by telephone at: 03-3816-5700
*Available between 9:00 AM and 8:00 PM 365 days a year

